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    Abstract 
The explosive growth of electronic markets and retail electronic commerce has resulted 
in an overload of online information and products. The effectivity and success of this 
market depends on the amount of automated electronic commerce processes and 
services that are available online. Finding, comparing, buying, selling and customising 
items via the World Wide Web, automatic negotiation  and personalised 
recommendation services are examples of such processes and services.  
An important ingredient in agent-mediated electronic commerce is the presence of 
intelligent mediating agents that assist electronic commerce participants (e.g., individual 
users, other agents, organisations). These mediating agents are in principle autonomous 
agents that will interact with their environments ( e.g. other agents and web-servers) on 
behalf of participants who have delegated tasks to them. For mediating agents a 
(preference) model of participants is indispensable.  
The process of mediation involves a number of agents. A provider agent that provides 
information about products to other (human or computer) agents may support a user 
offering products. A user looking for products may be supported by a personal assistant 
agent that takes its user’s queries and contacts other agents or looks at the Web directly 
to find information on products within the user’s s cope of interest. Such a personal 
assistant agent may contact either provider agents immediately, or other mediating 
agents, which in turn have contact with provider ag ents. Depending on the application, 
the chain of agents involved may include zero or mo re mediating agents.  

 
The aim of this paper is twofold. The first aim is to introduce a generic agent 
architecture for mediating agents acting in brokering processes. This agent is designed 
in a principled manner, using the compositional development method for multi-agent 
systems DESIRE. The agent architecture can be instantiated by adding specific types of 
knowledge to support functionalities and behaviour required. Depending on the choice 
of these requirements, an agent is created for a specific application by including the 
appropriate types of knowledge. For example, a search agent with functionality 
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restricted to (incidental) search for information upon a user’s request can be built by 
adding only knowledge needed for this task. Such an agent, for example, is not able to 
store and maintain the user’s query or information that has been found, nor is it able to 
provide information to other agents. If these funct ionalities are required as well, the 
necessary types of knowledge have to be added.  
Thus, the presented generic mediating agent is a reusable agent that can be applied 
(reused) in the context of agent-based electronic commerce in various ways. One 
possibility is that the mediating agent serves as a personal assistant representing a buyer 
and communicates with this user and with other soft ware agents that represent sellers. 
The generic mediating agent supports both user preference modeling as well as the 
maintenance of information on sellers. Another possibility is to use the generic 
mediating agent as the basis for a broker agent whi ch communicates both with buyer 
representative agents and seller representative agents.  
 
The second aim of this paper is discuss user preference modelling and its need in agent-
mediated electronic commerce. We survey the state of the art in the field of preference 
modeling and argue that each approach is appropriate for certain classes of applications. 
In general, the preferences of a user towards a set of items can be defined in terms of 
information concerning either the content of the it ems (content information) or the use 
of the items by a society of users (collaborative o r social information). Roughly 
speaking, in the content-based approach a user is thought to like an item if the item is 
similar to other items that are liked by the user w hile in the collaborative-based 
approach a user is thought to like an item if the u ser is similar to other users who like the 
item. In this paper, we assume that both the content information as well as the 
collaborative information can be used to construct user preference models for various 
kinds of applications, included automated negotiation in multi-agent systems where a 
model of user preferences is indispensable.  
 
We address the preferences of electronic commerce participants learning from their 
behaviour. We explore in more detail the use of Ind uctive Logic Programming (ILP) as 
a possible method for automatic preference modelling. ILP combines inductive machine 
learning with the representations of computational logic.  Computational logic (a subset 
of first order logic) is a more powerful representa tion language than the classical 
attribute-value representation typically used in machine learning.  This representational 
power is useful in the context of learning user pre ference models, because in this way 
more complex types of user preferences can be detected and described. Another 
advantage of inductive logic programming is that it  enables the use of background 
knowledge (in the form of Prolog programs) in the i nduction process. Given the fact that 
DESIRE uses first order logic as knowledge representation formalism, this allows for an 
easy integration of both systems.  
 


